World!War!I.!It!depended!on!whether!extremist!right5wing!parties!had!a!pre5 existing!political!base!in!parliament.!It!depended!on!whether!a!country!had!been! a!democracy!prior!to!1914.!! ! We!also!find!evidence!that!support!for!right5wing!anti5system!parties! depended!on!the!structure!of!the!electoral!system.!!Specifically,!it!depended!on! the!minimum!electoral!threshold,!defined!in!terms!of!the!share!of!the!vote!that!a! party!had!to!achieve!in!order!to!gain!parliamentary!representation.!We!confirm! that!the!electoral!threshold!influenced!the!extent!to!which!fascist!parties!were! able!to!gain!seats!in!parliament.! ! The!conclusion!is!that!while!there!was!a!link!between!economic!hard! times!and!political!extremism!in!the!1930s,!it!was!not!a!mechanical!one.& ! ! 2.&Hypotheses& & The!rise!in!support!for!anti5system!parties!in!the!interwar!years!has! attracted!considerable!attention.!!Understandably!so,!for!the!threats!faced!by! democratic!systems!were!real.!!While!fully!24!European!regimes!can!be! considered!democratic!in!1920,!this!number!had!fallen!to!11!by!1939! (Capoccia! 2005) .!!In!the!tumultuous!conditions!of!the!1930s,!National!Socialist!and! Communist!parties,!both!of!which!fall!under!the!anti5system!rubric,!along!with!a! number!of!less!well!known!anti5system!parties!gained!electoral!support!at!the! expense!of!parties!committed!to!democracy.! ! Explanations!for!political!extremism!in!this!period!fall!into!four!broad! categories:!economic!factors,!social!cleavages,!external!influences!including!the! legacy!of!the!First!World!War,!and!institutional!characteristics.!!Authors!from ! Lipset!(1959) !to!Acemoglu!and!Robinson!(2006)!have!suggested!that!the!more! economically!developed!(more!"modern")!a!nation,!the!greater!the!likelihood! that!democracy!will!not!only!be!established!but!be!secured.!!Attempts!to!capture! modernization!in!the!sense!of!Lipset!have!used!measures!such!as!GDP!per!capita,! education,!and!urbanization.!!Urbanization!is!also!related!to!the!work!of !Moore! (1966) ,!who!argued!that!democracy!and!agrarian!society!are!a!difficult!marriage! owing!to!the!interest!of!large!landowners!in!maintaining!their!monopoly!of!land! ownership.!!Moore!believed!that!the!transition!to!democracy!and!the!durability! of!its!institutions!were!a!function!of!the!nature!of!the!earlier!transition!from! feudalism!to!democracy. 3 3 !Moore's!thesis!was!that!capitalist!authoritarianism!emerges!when!politically!powerful!large! landowners,!the!military!and!a!bourgeoisie!of!medium!strength!form!a!coalition.!!Powerful! landlords,!an!industrial!bourgeoisie!that!is!less!powerful!than!the!landed!classes,!and!a!strong! military5industrial!complex!are!conducive!to!authoritarianism,!while!traditional!authoritarianism! together!with!mass!mobilization!is!a!recipe!for!fascism.!His!view!is!consistent!with!the!Sonderweg) approach!to!German!political!development!according!to!which!a!reactionary!Junker5dominated! elite!slowed!the!development!of!liberal!democracy!before!World!War!I.!For!a!critique!of!the! Sonderweg!approach!see !Kocka!(1988) .!!Considerable!controversy!surrounds!the!question!of! whether!these!arguments!can!be!applied!to!the!interwar!years!and!to!just!how!they!must!be! adapted!in!order!to!do!so!(see!inter)alia!Luebbert!1987).! Support!for!extremist!parties!and!the!instability!of!democratic!systems! have!also!been!linked!to!economic!performance.!!The!difficult!economic! conditions!of!the!interwar!years!are!widely!cited!as!a!factor!in!the!rise!of!fascist! parties! (Frey!and!Weck!1983 ,!Payne!1996 .!Arguments!connecting! unemployment!to!disaffection!with!democratic!systems!are!widespread!(see!for! example!the!contributions!to!Berg5Schlosser!and!Mitchell!2000).!High!inflation!in! the!1920s!is!seen!as!undermining!confidence!in!the!ability!of!mainstream!parties! to!manage!the!economy.!!The!collapse!of!prices,!production!and!financial!stability! in!the!1930s!is!seen!as!working!in!the!same!direction. 4 Hungary!to!painful!shortages,!and!rather!than!ending!with!the!Armistice!these! continued!until!Germany!agreed!under!duress!to!sign!the!Treaty!of!Versailles.!! Combatants!on!both!sides!returned!home!feeling!that!their!governments!had!failed! to!adequately!protect!them.!!Since!they!had!been!acclimatized!by!military!service! to!authoritarian!forms!of!organization,!when!they!experienced!economic!hardships! they!blamed!their!governments!for!failing!to!provide!adequate!economic!security! and!entertained!authoritarian!alternatives! (James!and!Müller5Luckner!2002) .!! ! War!also!had!a!financial!legacy.!!High!levels!of!indebtedness!placed! countries!on!an!unstable!financial!footing!and!limited!the!ability!of!governments!to! produce!favorable!economic!outcomes!(Berg5Schlosser!and!Mitchell!2000).!!More! generally,!the!terms!of!the!postwar!settlement!have!been!seen!as!contributing!to! the!rise!of!fascism!and!political!instability! (Boemeke!1998) .!!The!Versailles!Treaty! dissolved!the!Austro5Hungarian!Empire!and!arbitrarily!redrew!borders,!fanning! resentment,!tension!and!instability.!!Ethnic!groups!were!splintered!by!new! borders,!and!many!of!the!successor!states!of!the!Austro5Hungarian!Empire!were! saddled!with!high!levels!of!ethnic!fractionalization.!!Reparations!and!limits!on! national!autonomy!were!seen!as!excessively!harsh!by!the!defeated!powers,!
4 !An!important!determinant!of!the!rise!of!anti5system!parties!in!the!1930s!may!thus!have!been! how!much!economic!policy!space!governments!had!to!counter!the!slump.!!Borchardt!(1991)! famously!emphasizes!German!Chancellor!Brüning's!lack!of!room!for!maneuver!under!the!gold! standard!as!resulting!in!deflationary!overkill!that!contributed!to!the!Nazi's!rise!to!power.!!More! broadly,!Saalfeld!(2002)!is!an!example!of!an!author!who argues that an active economic policy was important for limiting the rise of political extremism. 5 In a recent paper, Voigtlaender and Voth (2011) uncover a striking correlation between anti-Semitic pogroms during the Black Death and votes for the Nazis in the 1920s, suggesting a depressingly efficient cultural transmission mechanism preserving anti-Semitic attitudes over time.! assuring!political!support!for!nationalist!campaigns!for!annulment.!!In!extreme! cases!like!Germany,!the!Versailles!Treaty!came!to!be!identified!with!parliamentary! democracy,!ultimately!posing!a!threat!to!the!Weimar!State!itself!(Berg5Schlosser! and!Mitchell!2002).! ! Fourth,!certain!political!and!constitutional!systems!created!more!scope! for!anti5system!parties!to!gain!influence.!!Hermens!(1941)!famously!held!that! proportional!representation!electoral!systems!led!to!high!levels!of!party! fractionalism!and!government!instability!and!fostered!the!rise!of!anti5system! parties. 6 !!Lipset!(1959)!similarly!suggested!that!proportional!representation! amplified!the!voice!of!narrow!interests!across!the!political!spectrum.!!Lijphart! (1994)!influentially!argued!that!the!openness!of!the!political!system!to!new!or! small!parties,!whether!due!to!the!proportionality!of!the!electoral!system!or!to!the! effective!threshold!defined!in!terms!of!the!share!of!total!votes!that!a!party!had!to! attract!in!order!to!win!parliamentary!representation,!was!an!important! determinant!of!support!for!extremist!parties. 7 ! ! There!may!have!been!other!institutional!factors!militating!in!favour!of!or! against!extremist!right5wing!parties!in!this!period.!!An!influential!tradition! associated!with!Almond!and!Verba!(1989)!argues!that!political!culture!is!an! important!determinant!of!the!durability!of!democracies.!!The!"civic!culture"! which!for!these!authors!is!a!crucial!ingredient!of!democratic!stability!is! transmitted!between!generations!in!the!home,!in!schools,!and!in!the!broader! society,!in!part!as!a!result!of!the!exposure!of!people!to!the!democratic!system! itself!(Almond!and!Verba!1989,!pp.!36758).!!Diamond!(1999)!also!stresses!the! role!of!political!culture!in!consolidating!democracy,!arguing!that!the!embrace!of! democratic!values!will!be!enhanced!by!exposure!to!successful!democracy.!In!a! similar!vein,!Putnam!et!al.!(1993)!argue!that!social!capital!is!essential!for!making! democracy!work!effectively.!!More!recently,!Persson!and!Tabellini!(2009)!have! argued!that!countries!with!longer!histories!of!democracy!accumulate!democratic! capital,!which!increases!the!probability!that!they!will!remain!democratic.!These! analyses!suggest!that!extremists!could!have!benefitted!more!from!the! Depression!in!countries!without!a!well5developed!political!tradition!and!poorly! endowed!with!social!capital.! ! ! 3.&Previous&Analyses& ! The!most!extensive!multivariate!analysis!of!the!survival!of!democracies!in! the!interwar!period!of!which!we!are!aware!is!Berg5Schloser!and!Mitchell! (2000,! 2002) .!!The!authors!use!qualitative5comparative!analysis!and!event!histories!to!
6 !Karvonen!and!Quenter!(2002)!similarly!focus!on!the!impact!of!electoral!and!party!systems;!they! too!suggest!that!proportional!representation!leads!to!party!fragmentation!that!in!turn!gives!rise! to!political!extremism,!although!not!all!their!evidence!is!consistent!with!the!hypothesis.! 7 !The!steps!that!incumbent!governments!took!in!defense!of!democracy!can!also!explain!the! survival!of!some!democratic!systems!and!the!failure!of!others! (Capoccia!2005) .!!In!some!cases!the! rise!of!extremist!parties!was!countered!by!incumbent!governments!both!through!coercion!of! extremist!groups!and!by!the!outright!banning!of!political!parties.!!In!some!cases!democratic! rights!were!suspended,!it!was!claimed,!in!order!to!safeguard!the!political!system.! analyze!factors!influencing!the!breakdown!of!democratic!systems. 8 !!While!they! conclude!that!no!single!factor!can!explain!the!cross5country!variance!in!regime! survival,!they!find!support!for!modernization!theory!as!well!as!for!the!idea!that! the!depth!of!social!cleavages!is!positively!associated!with!democratic! breakdown. 9 ! ! For!additional!studies!using!more!familiar!methods,!one!must!look! outside!the!period.!!Jackman!and!Volpert!(1996)!examine!the!determinants!of!the! success !of!extreme!right5wing!parties!between!1970!and!1990 .!!They!estimate!a! Tobit!model!and!find!that!votes!for!extreme!right5wing!parties!are!negatively! related!to!the!electoral!threshold!and!positively!related!to!the!unemployment! rate,!and!that!the!effective!number!of!parties!(the!degree!of!multi5partism)!is! positively!associated!with!a!higher!extreme5right!vote.!!Acknowledging!that! electoral!thresholds!and!multi5partism!may!be!interdependent,!the!authors!also! analyze!the!interaction!of!the!two!variables. 10 !!They!find!that!while!electoral! thresholds!have!little!impact!on!the!vote!for!extreme!right5wing!parties!when!the! effective!number!of!parties!is!low,!higher!thresholds!have!a!significant! dampening!effect!on!such!votes!when!the!effective!number!of!parties!is!high.! Similarly,!while!the!effective!number!of!parties!does!not!have!much!effect!on!the! extreme!right5wing!vote!in!the!presence!of!high!effective!thresholds,!it!does!have! such!an!effect!when!electoral!thresholds!are!low. 11 !!! ! Golder!(2003)!similarly!estimates!a!Tobit!model!of!the!vote!shares!of! extreme!right5wing!parties!in!Western!Europe!between!1970!and!2000.!He!finds! that!immigration!and!unemployment!are!important!for!explaining!their!electoral! performance.!However,!his!results!suggest!that!unemployment!has!no!effect!on! right5wing!populist!votes!when!the!number!of!immigrants!is!low:!it!is!the! interaction!between!economic!hard!times!and!the!presence!of!immigrants!that! boosts!extremism.!Knigge!(1998),!in!contrast,!rejects!the!hypothesis!that! unemployment!breeds!support!for!right5wing!parties.!! ! Ponticelli!and!Voth!(2011)!look!not!at!electoral!outcomes!but!at!indicators! of!social!unrest!(demonstrations,!assassinations,!riots,!general!strikes!and! attempted!revolutions),!which!they!relate!to!changes!in!GDP!and!other!variables! (including!measures!of!public!expenditure!and!budget!cuts,!which!are!their! particular!focus)!in!a!sample!that!encompasses!the!interwar!years.!!While!their! measures!of!social!unrest!are!not!the!same!as!the!electoral!outcomes!of!concern! to!us!here,!they!are!likely!to!be!correlated.!!It!is!suggestive!therefore!that!in!most! specifications!they!find!a!negative!correlation!between!growth!and!social!unrest! even!when!controlling!for!other!factors. Capoccia!(2002 Capoccia!( ,!2005 . 12 !!Right5wing!parties!classified!as!anti5system!range!from! obvious!cases!like!the!NSDAP!in!Germany!to!the!Arrow!Cross!in!Hungary!and!the! Iron!Guard!in!Romania. 13 !!In!what!follows!we!focus!on!right5wing!anti5system! parties,!since!these!are!the!principal!anti5system!parties!that!gained!power!in! European!countries!in!the!interwar!period!and!because!this!is!the!case!that! resonates!most!with!current!concerns.!!Where!we!find!contrasting!results!for! left5wing!anti5system!parties,!however,!we!report!these!as!well.!While!not!all! right5wing!anti5system!parties!were!fascist,!strictly!speaking,!we!will!for!the!sake! of!brevity!refer!interchangeably!to!"fascists",!"extreme!right5wing!parties"!and! "right5wing!anti5system!parties"!in!what!follows.!Appendix!!Table!1!lists!for!each! country!the!parties!classified!as!anti5system!on!both!the!left!and!right.! at!a!higher!frequency!is!time!since!the!last!election:!we!measure!this!in!units!of! four!months,!since!there!was!never!more!than!one!election!in!a!trimester!(i.e.! January5April,!May5August,!September5December). 20 ! Because!the!vote!share!of!anti5system!parties!was!sometimes!zero,! rendering!ordinary!least!squares!or!a!logit!transformation!of!vote!shares! inappropriate,!we!follow!Jackman!and!Volpert!(1996)!and!Golder!(2003)!in!using! a!Tobit!model. 21 !We!consider!both!the!semi5parametric!fixed!effects!Tobit! estimator!proposed!by!Honoré!(1992)!and!the!maximum!likelihood!fixed!effects! Tobit!estimator!(MLE)!discussed!in!Greene!(2004),!since!there!may!have!been! country5specific!factors!not!captured!by!our!model!that!led!to!the!anti5system! vote!being!systematically!higher!in!some!countries!than!in!others.!While! Honoré's!semi5parametric!estimator!yields!estimates!of!the!slope!coefficients! and!is!robust!to!the!non5normality!of!the!error!term,!the!maximum!likelihood! estimator!permits!the!computation!of!marginal!effects.!!We!therefore!present! both!sets!of!results!throughout. 22 !!Owing!to!our!fixed5effects!approach,!we! exclude!from!the!regressions!time5invariant!variables!such!as!whether!a!country! had!been!on!the!winning!or!losing!side!in!World!War!I,!although!we!can!still! interact!those!time5invariant!variables!with,!inter!alia,!the!change!in!GDP!growth! since!the!last!election.!
6.&Average&voting&patterns&and&country&characteristics&
We!start!in! Table! The!first!panel!shows!that!the!share!of!the!fascist!vote!in!the!period!as!a! whole!was!higher!in!countries!on!the!losing!side!in!World!War!I!and!that! experienced!boundary!changes!as!a!result!and!where!a!long5standing!democratic! tradition!was!absent.!Not!surprisingly,!the!average!vote!share!was!also!higher!in! countries!where!fascists!had!been!represented!in!parliament!prior!to!the! Depression. 23 !These!patterns!are!consistent!with!the!arguments!cited!earlier! concerning!both!the!impact!of!World!War!I!and!the!importance!of!political! culture!and!democratic!capital. 24 !The!share!of!votes!going!to!fascist!parties!was! also!higher!in!countries!with!a!pre5war!agricultural!elite,!but!the!difference!is!not!
may!uncover!between!growth!and!support!for!extremism!would!be!strengthened!if!we!could! account!for!intra5year!fluctuations!in!GDP.! 20 !!Our!data!set!thus!consists!of!an!unbalanced!panel,!whose!time!units!are!successive!four5month! periods,!in!which!most!observations!are!missing,!and!in!which!most!independent!variables!take! on!the!same!value!in!each!four5month!period!within!a!given!year!(the!exception!being!time!since! the!last!election).! 21 !As!Wooldridge!(2010,!Chapter!17)!emphasizes,!Tobit!models!are!appropriate!not!just!when!the! data!are!censored,!but!when!there!are!corner!solutions.! 22 !The!Honoré!estimator!is!implemented!using!the!pantob!command!in!Stata,!the!MLE!estimator! using!Limdep.!The!MLE!estimator!estimates!country!fixed!effects!by!"brute!force."!Greene!(2004)! argues!that!the!incidental!parameters!problem!is!overstated!in!the!context!of!this!model.!! 23 !The!reason!for!including!this!variable!will!become!apparent!later.! 24 !They!are!also!robust!to!the!exclusion!of!Germany,!although!the!effects!relating!to!World!War!I! and!its!aftermath!lose!statistical!significance!(results!not!reported!here).! statistically!significant. 25 !The!existence!of!a!religious!divide!does!not!seem!to!be! associated!with!the!extreme!right5wing!vote,!while!countries!with!ethno5 linguistic!divides!and!a!lower!urban!share!had!slightly!lower!fascist!vote!shares,! which!does!not!accord!with!our!priors;!these!effects!are,!however,!statistically! insignificant. 26 ! Table&4.&Votes&for&antiUsystem&parties,&1919U39! Source:!see!text.!***!p<0.01,!**!p<0.05,!*!p<0.1.! The!next!two!panels,!which!distinguish!the!1920s!and1930s,!suggest!that! the!impact!of!being!on!the!losing!side!in!World!War!I!on!support!for!fascist! parties!is!attributable!to!elections!in!the!post51928!period,!when!the!fascist!vote! was!a!full!18!percentage!points!higher!in!the!defeated!powers.!!The!impact!of!a! pre5war!democratic!tradition!and!having!experienced!boundary!changes,!in! contrast,!shows!up!in!both!the!1920s!and!1930s.!Both!effects!become!larger!after!
25 !!Nor!is!it!robust!to!the!exclusion!of!Germany.!Throughout!we!report!two5tailed!t5tests!of! differences!between!means,!assuming!unequal!variances!between!groups.! 26 !!The!urban!variable!differs!from!the!others!used!in!this!table,!since!some!countries!switched! from!having!a!below5median!to!an!above5median!urbanization!rate!during!the!period.!See! Appendix!2!for!details.! We!therefore!turn!to!multiple!regression.!As!mentioned!earlier,!we!report! fixed!effects!Tobit!estimates,!which!means!that!we!are!relying!on!within5country! variation!to!identify!our!results.!This!may!be!asking!a!lot!of!our!data,!given!that!in! a!typical!regression!we!have!between!125!and!150!observations!and!around!25! countries.!!But!there!were!surely!unobserved!country5specific!factors!for!which! it!is!important!to!control,!justifying!the!method.!! The!dependent!variable!in!Table!6!is!the!share!of!the!vote!going!to!right5 wing!anti5system!parties. 32 !!Successive!columns!explore!the!relationship! between!this!variable!and!GDP!growth!in!the!previous!one,!two!and!three5year! periods!using!both!the!semi5parametric!and!MLE!fixed!effects!Tobit!estimators.! As!can!be!seen,!GDP!growth!was!negatively!related!to!the!vote!for!extreme!right5 wing!parties,!and!the!effect!grows!larger!as!we!extend!the!time!period.!But!when! we!use!the!MLE!estimator,!only!growth!over!the!previous!three!years,!as! opposed!to!shorter!intervals,!turns!out!to!be!significantly!related!to!the!fascist! vote!share.!Intuitively,!while!societies!can!generally!weather!even!large!one5off! shocks,!when!economic!bad!news!continues!beyond!a!certain!period!of!time!and! negative!expectations!become!firmly!entrenched!people!reach!for!extreme! solutions.! 
The!marginal!effect!is!in!two!parts.!"Part!1"is!the!change!in!the!expected! value!of!y,!given!that!it!is!greater!than!zero,!multiplied!by!the!probability!that!y!is! greater!than!zero.!!"Part!2"!is!the!change!in!the!probability!that!y!is!greater!than! zero,!multiplied!by!the!conditional!mean.!These!two!effects!can!be!calculated!as! p1 *β!and!p2*β,!where!β!is!the!regression!coefficient,!and!p1!and!p2! 
where!Φ!represents!the!cumulative!distribution!function,!ϕ!represents!the!probability!density! function,!!!is!the!tobit!coefficient!and!!!is!the!standard!deviation!of!the!error!term;!with!the! scaling!factors!being!calculated!as!!1 marginal!impact!of!a!change!in!an!independent!variable!on!the!probability!that!y! will!be!greater!than!zero,!p2*β!is!divided!by!! ! !, ! > 0 .! Table&7 37 !Note!that!this!last!statement!is!about!the!probability!that!the!vote!will!be!positive!(i.e.!non5 zero,!i.e.!that!a!fascist!party!will!exist!in!the!first!place);!the!1.75!per!cent!rise!referred!to!earlier!is! a!statement!about!the!vote!share!of!fascist!parties,!given!that!they!already!existed.! Table! 8!shows!that!while!growth!had!a!large!impact!on!voting!for!right5 wing!extremist!parties!in!countries!which!had!not!been!democratic!prior!to! World!War!I,!a!history!of!prewar!democracy!almost!completely!eliminates!this! effect.!!(That!is!to!say,!the!interaction!term!between!growth!and!prewar! democracy!is!positive,!almost!as!large!as!the!coefficient!measuring!the!direct! impact!of!growth,!and!strongly!significant.)!According!to!Model!1,!in!countries! without!a!prewar!history!of!democracy!and!with!a!pre5existing!fascist!party,!a! one!standard!deviation!increase!in!growth!is!associated!with!a!decline!in!the! extreme!right5wing!vote!share!of!4.8%.!In!such!countries,!a!decline!in!growth!on! the!order!of!that!experienced!by!Germany!between!1928!and!1932!is!associated! with!an!increase!in!the!fascist!vote!share!of!12.9%.!In!countries!that!had!not!been! democratic!prior!to!1914,!a!one!standard!deviation!rise!in!growth!is!associated! with!a!61%!decline!in!the!probability!of!observing!a!positive!fascist!vote.!These! are!large!effects.! Table! Evidently,!then,!the!impact!of!the!Great!Depression!on!the!fortunes!of! right5wing!extremist!parties!was!greatest!where!pre5existing!conditions!-!most! importantly,!the!absence!of!a!long5standing!democratic!tradition!-!made!the! political!soil!fertile!for!those!seeking!to!undermine!the!existing!system.! Table! 10!provides!some!robustness!checks!for!our!basic!specification,! which!includes!as!controls!the!effective!electoral!threshold!and!period!dummies.! Column!1!shows!the!baseline!specification,!using!Honoré's!semi5parametric!fixed! effects!Tobit!estimator.!As!before,!growth!during!the!previous!three!years!has!a! strong!negative!impact!on!the!share!of!the!fascist!vote.!Column!2!shows!that!this! is!also!the!case!when!a!random!effects!Tobit!estimator!is!used!instead.!Column!3! replaces!the!period!dummies!which!we!have!used!thus!far!with!year!dummies;! again,!the!results!continue!to!go!through.!Column!4!shows!that!the!results!still! hold!when!we!use!the!standard!fixed!effects!OLS!estimator!with!year!dummies! and!standard!errors!clustered!by!country.! ! Column!5!tests!whether!the!impact!of!growth!is!non5linear!by!introducing! a!squared!growth!term.!The!coefficient!on!this!term!is!negative!but!statistically! insignificant.!Finally,!column!6!tests!whether!the!impact!of!growth!is! asymmetrical,!in!the!sense!that!that!impact!depends!on!whether!growth!is! positive!or!negative.!This!does!not!appear!to!be!the!case.! 
8.&Robustness!

